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Abstract— In this paper ontology based mixed approach is used for Onto tree designing to identifying and analysis
the opinion. This can be done by combining Data structure retention techniques and Ontology characteristics.
Classification can be done by forming right positive and left negative sub tree to calculate the positive and negative
sway. Opinion can be made about objects such as movie reviews, market research book reviews, and product reviews.
This word opinion deals with both (positive and negative) that features can detect which improve feature ranking. In
the end we have formed sway table in which different strings are passed by examining tree.
Keywords— Data structure, On to tree, features, analysis, design.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are aware with this term ontology in information science and computer science here ontology stands for organizing
information. It can efficiently sort out difficult problem such as storage and sorting. We moves in the market malls,
marts, cinema theatre, Library, company and many more places everywhere data is exist what data is it is the raw
material or we can say that it is the unprocessed information data can be audio, video ,text image by arranging this data
information can be formed. Information can be textual information they are fact and opinion. Facts are objective they are
already exists and opinion are subjective which can be made on the bases of fact and figure.
Opinion reflects the sentiments of people’s it can be positive (+ve) e.g, ram is a good boy reflects positive opinion,
negative (-ve) e.g. ram is a bad boy reflects negative opinion and neutral (=) e.g. e.g, ram is a good boy but sometime
react bad neutral opinion. Where ram is the subject and rest is the predicate part which is related with the subject POS
Tagging is used which divided the sentence into parts.
Opinion divided into two parts it can be direct or indirect here direct opinion is the self opinion given about the product
and indirect opinion is the opinion given by someone else on different or single prospective or product.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides a short overview of the work done in the area of the ontology. Ontology is help in different area
and it is studied by different researchers.
Polarity of all features and reviews is aggregated to obtain an overall opinion the given object [1]. In sentiment analysis
approach lexicon sentiment analyser analyse cluster with high frequency of words observed as positive cluster otherwise
negative or neutral cluster [1].
By concerning the comment polarity, our page ranking is more accurate regarding user opinion [6]. Many customers
make the opinion and they actually the key of success [6].
Reviews are important to improve product quality service.
A suitable choice can be made about the product, services and events [3]. Extracting opinion from the text is called
textual opinion mining. Therefore opinion mining is usually called sentiment analysis.
Expert opinion is highly appreciated by young software engineer’s ontology based on export opinion is better opinion
[3].
E-communities result in prevalence of information, including emotional information [4]. Online branding can also be
done through opinion mining through that customers get encouraged and motivated.
A. Other techniques:
A basic task in sway analysis is categorization the inclination of a given text at the document, sentence, or feature/aspect
level - whether they reflect opinion in a document, a sentence or an object feature/aspect is positive, negative, or neutral.
Advanced, "beyond polarity" sentiment categorization looks, for instance, at emotional states such as "angry," "sad," and
"happy."
In early work opinion get categorize in polarized this scale reflect rating the ration on the bases of critics instead of
positive, negative or neutral the rating can be in stars 1star, 2star, 3star, 4star, 5star here 3 is neutral less than three is
below average and greater than three is above average the rating can be of restaurants, movie reviews, organizations,
company, company product, artist and actors so on. For restaurant atmosphere, service, food decoration rating can be 5 it
reflect all the related features.
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Scaling can also be done in below average it is in negative -1,-2,-3 so on. It reflects the unstructured form of the text or
the bad reviews about any object or reviews related to object.
Other technique is subjective and objective opinion in which there is only two part of sentence which is the collection of
words this opinion mining technique get explored by the term coincide polarity. There is always dependency on subject
but there are some sentence which is object based such as this banana is eaten for this reason to explore opinion mining
polarity is used.
The better fine-grained analysis model is called the feature/aspect-based sway analysis. It refers to determining the
opinions or sway expressed on different features or aspects of entities/objects, e.g., of a mobile phone, a digital watch, or
a organization. A feature or aspect is an attribute or component of an entity, e.g., the battery of a mobile phone, or the
picture quality of a camera. This problem involves several sub-problems, e.g., identifying relevant entities, extracting
their features/aspects, and determining whether an opinion expressed on each feature/aspect is positive (+), negative (-)
or neutral (=).
B. Evaluation:
The principle of opinion mining used in the research is sway analysis the results human requirement is have to be up to
ht point the outcome can be 100% which represent full accuracy the sway analysis focus on target to achieve target value
the accuracy is measure by precision and accuracy human raters typically agree about 70% of time means 70% of
accuracy such accuracy does not sound impressive human will disagree about 30% more sophisticated measures can be
applied, but evaluation of sway analysis systems remains a complex matter sway analysis does not return binary
judgement it return scale correlation is better than precision how close the predicted value is the target value.
Sway analysis used to test relationship between different areas here sway analysis is a type of swing analysis.
C. Sentiment analysis and web 2.0:
Sentiment analysis is the computational study of opinion, sentiments and emotions expressed in text. In the new era web
technology is get emerged through which millions of people are connected together through social media sites they can
be orkut, twitter, Face book so on. Web technology is the emerging trend of technology in which online form filling,
registration, business look different type of conversation take place there are huge teams working universities who are
working over sentiment analysis to make the usage of web more productive. Organization and individuals are mainly
concerned to get opinion about the product, services and event to making suitable choice [3].
Here the term ontology is used to structure the information. Ontology help to select he user appropriate tools on the bases
of certain feature and characteristics through that the researcher find other right opinion about the tool features.
Extracting opinion from the text is called opinion mining. Opinion mining focus on data process cycle which consist
data, information, knowledge, action knowledge can be automatically extract through opinion mining.
III. PROBLEM DEFFIITION
Feature on information have its own importance but in many cases of it is not clearly defied correlated study of feature
correlated study of feature can project their differences. There are many sentence that are not subject based the are also
can be object based to remove the problem Ontotree is used which divide the class into sub class siblings which results
splitting of information and set target.
Traditionally, ontology construction usually uses the following techniques for ontology construction: relational analysis,
clustering, and formal concept analysis.

car

drive

stop

Fig. 1 e.g. car OntoTree
The tree represented above defines in the sway analysis their car is a root node which can be derive or it can be stop.
That ontology can also be formed such in a way to here “car” is a word arranged such in a manner thus by usibg same
further we have formed different ontoTree which leads to find sway analysis.
IV.
PROPOSED METHOD
This is the explanation of the tree structure which used in the proposed methodology can be better understand by
observing factual detail. First of all there is no such specific thumb rule or pre specified rule defined for representing any
ontology “An ontology can be represent as per indivisiual understanding and requirement”.
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4.1 Idea Used
This idea indicates the basic concept which have been used to design and elaborate opinion mining through tree
terminology.
The idea which we have adopted for designing our ontology follows a very famous data storage method under data
structure commonly known as trees consist parent child relationshipExample 4.2 Various type of Onto Tree
NOT –NULL –ONTO- TREE – An onto tree contain no child at all
RPOT-RPOT ONTOTREE will contain all positive sentiment at its right side
LPOT- LPOT ONTOTREE will contain all negative emotions at its left side.
BSOT- BSOT will follow a proper Binary search tree approach
4.3 Algorithm
Proposed Algorithm
Step 1. Algorithm start /*the basic step
Step 2. Create a user defined data type
(Struct), contain characteristic features i.e., attributes
Step 3. Struct node --> define all attributes /*such as attribute of cloth
Step 4. Struct node *left;
/* Contain pointer variable that is Self referential
[Explanation] - Char array [ ]; /* which is used to store data array is a set of consecutive variable
Step 5. Struct node *right;
[Explanation Step 2]
/* Proposed Algorithm Contain pointer variable that is Self referential
/*Four different Function Prototype are used in this algorithm to solve different purpose
Step 6. Insert ( )
/* Insert function is used to enter the string into main body
Step 7. Check function ( )
/* Check function matches the words from given string entered
Step 8. Display function ( )
/* Display function used to display tree formed
Step 9. Main function ( )
/* Main function under main body of the program and performs all Logics
[Explanation Step 3]
Insert function contain insert string and search method in it
Step 10. Now it construct Root node in it
Check function is applied matching the ((positive (+) and negative (-)) sentiments in the array
Step 11. It creates/generates left and right Nodes
/* End of Referential array
/* Check function Functionality
Step 12. Input [j] = array of input string
Step 13 Post [ ] = array of the +ve sentiments
Step 14 Negt [ ] = array of the –ve sentiments
Step 15 Match 1st word of Input [ j ] with both array
If found
If Input [ j ]<- Post [ ]
Step 16 Then generate Left Node
Step 17 Left <- Input [ j ]
Step 18 End if
Step 19 Input [j] <- Negt [ ]
Step 20 Then generate right node
Step 21 Right <- Input [ j ]
Step 22 Else
Step 23 j = j +1 ; /* If the value of j is nither –ve not +ev then the new value of j will be incremented by 1
Step 24 Step 4 – Repeat Step 1
Step 25 Step 5- Referential array ends
Step 26 Step 6 – Display -> Display the
sentiments
Step 27 Step 7 – Print the tree in the input f
Step 28 End
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4.3 OntoTree Table
TABLE I
S.no Root node
Left sub
Right sub tree
String inclination
tree
Sn1

Ajit/boy or complete
or empty string

Awesome/
nice

bad

+ive

Sn2

Rahul/Interview or
complete or empty
string

-----

Rejected/sad

-ve

Sn3

Bike or complete or
empty string

outstanding

badly

Neutral/unsound

4.4 Flow chart
Construct struct

Left/Right
node

Char Array( )
Print the tree
output

Insert function( )
Check function ()
Display function()
Main function ()

Display the
sentiments

Repeat till sting
ends

+ve node
-ve node

Fig. 2 OntoTree flowchart
V. CONCLUSION
In this composition an effective method for identifying sway and to make an onto tree from a given statement or a string.
Opinion mining resolves an essential purpose of finding a sway inclination of any string and also helps to arrange a huge
amount of data records by forming Onto-tree .Previous research and paper work have used a long and time consuming
methods and more importantly they were unable to produce any well formed, comfortable and easy to understand
structure. Our method uses the concept of data structure for data storage as well which makes it more complete. Tree and
Table based results illustrated that the proposed method performs better.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Many adjectives that do not have orientation and it are quite difficult to understand their proper context these adjective
have either positive or negative orientation depends upon the context in which they appear. Our objective is to deal with
such type of problems appear in opinion mining
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